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Stop thinking in silos. Why SEO, CRO and UX need to join forces, now!

OK Google, what’s next?
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Remember this?
(1997/98)
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Or when SERPs used to look like this?
(2006/07)



Today, search results look quite different...

That was a very, very long time ago
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Local listings for lawyers and Googles’ hotel search
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Knowledge graph, social streams & AMP‘ed results
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Lots of (one-)boxed results
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(Direct) answers to questions

??
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A full takeover like this
 is rare, right?
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new president usa

The searcher instantly found what 
was expected = happy user!
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Game of Thrones season start (US on mobile, iPhone)
Not a single organic result is directly visible in the first half of this mobile SERP

#1 #2 #3 #4
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Game of Thrones season start (US on mobile, iPhone)
You’d need to scroll to ~75% depth to see the first “classic” result, which is barely 
visible…
#5 #6 #7 #8
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Google wants to rank what's best for its users

Google is getting better and better at understanding the 
searcher’s intent and thus ranks sites (or its own offerings) on 
top if they are built to satisfy this specific intent immediately!”



Back to mobile for a second:
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Mobile already surpassed desktop queries in 2015!
Nearly 60% of all search requests come from mobile devices (Hitwise 08/2016)

Source: Hitwise (http://pa.ag/2qofNNV) & SearchEngineLand (http://pa.ag/2pT2OA7)

Percentage of search requests from mobile devices, by 
industry:
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20% of these mobile queries are voice searches
More than 10 million active Amazon Echo devices in Q1/2017 (USA), with a rising 
trend!

Source: Kleiner Perkins Internet Trends 2017
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Digital assistants…wait, what?
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Digital assistants…wait, what?



…or at least significantly reduced

No visible user-interface left



...so no classic search interface!

No physical keyboard available



Voice search is far more user-friendly & comfortable

One common way to search: by voice
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When are voice commands used and why?
Phone calls, online searches, navigation & reminders are the most 
common use cases. 

Source: Stone Temple, Voice Search Usage 2017 (http://pa.ag/2yJCxfe)

Main reason for use: it's faster and way easier than typing!
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Voice searches on the phone are the most common
Primary use: while driving or because hands are full
Interesting: more than 40% feel annoyed when others use voice commands

Source: Stone Temple, Voice Search Usage 2017 (http://pa.ag/2yJCxfe)



The differences between "classic" search input and voice search

Text vs. Voice
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Voice search very much resembles a conversation
User questions tend to start with how / where / who / what / when / which etc.

Text search Voice search

Weather How is the weather?

Weather in Dublin How is the weather today in Dublin?

Gas station Where can I find the nearest gas station?

Irish breakfast Dublin Where can I have a good Irish breakfast in Dublin?

Irish Prime Minister Who is the Irish Prime Minister?

Dublin Castle construction When was Dublin Castle built/ how old is… ?
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Voice search very much resembles a conversation
Text searches usually consist of 1-3 words, voice searches often consist of 10+ words

Source: Bing / Cortana

Data provided 
by:



…or?
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Around 50% of all voice queries for Cortana only consist of 2 or 
3 word queries:

Source: Bing / Cortana

Data provided 
by:



OK, Google!
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OK Google, how does this work?
The voice command "OK Google, Peak Ace AG" results in: "Peak Ace AG is located in 
Berlin, Leuschnerdamm 13, 1.689 kilometres away."
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Google assistant reads the 
names of the first three results 
each, followed by "and more“



But essentially, assistants are already super easy to use

Granted, it doesn’t always work, yet…!



So, what to do?



Seamless user journey without interruptions

1. Provide instant responses
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  What is lion?

Relevance: is that really the answer I was looking for?
Correct interpretation of voice search input helps to address the right user 
expectation

?? ?? ??
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Search engines still need (your) help to figure things out!
Optimise code structure for maximum relevance in voice search

How much is 1 Cup?

I found this for you:
if you like to bake, you 

may need the exact size 
of 1 cup, which

is equivalent to 234 ml.

I found this for you:
1 cup is 234 ml. 

Bad Good
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Markup for structured data (since 2011 already)
High accuracy due to good readability of code (for crawlers)

More: http://schema.org
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There is a schema.org markup for everything:

Creative works: Book, Movie, Music Recording, Recipe, TVseries etc.

Embedded objects: AudioObject, ImageObject, VideoObject

Event, Place, LocalBusiness, Restaurant, etc.

Organisation, Person, WebPage, etc.

Product, Offer, AggregateOffer, Review, AggregateRating, etc.

For the pharmaceutical and healthcare industry: Health & MedicalEntity
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Completely new: schema.org/speakable
Currently in review: structured markup for marking elements that are particularly 
important for voice search commands/results

More: https://pending.schema.org/speakable

[…] indicates (typically 
via xpath/cssSelector) 
sections of a 
document that are 
highlighted as 
particularly 
speakable.” 
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Schema.org helps to understand contents of a page

Source: Gary Illyes @ SMX East NY 2017, http://pa.ag/2GvdoXx

 I want to live in a world where schema is not that 
important, but currently, we need it. If a team at Google 
recommends it, you probably should make use of it, as 
schema helps us understand the content on the page, and 
it is used in certain search features (but not in rankings 
algorithms).”
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Direct feedback is super critical!
Optimise loading and reaction times to avoid user frustration

Source: http://pa.ag/2EsHjz1

0.1 second
The user “feels” that the system is 

reacting instantaneously.

1.0 second
The limit for the user's flow to 

stay uninterrupted; the user will 
notice the delay.

10 seconds
The limit for keeping the user's 

attention focused on the dialogue.
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Revisited: page speed (loading time) is a ranking factor

Source: http://pa.ag/2iAmA4Y & http://pa.ag/2w9mbv3
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Google is obsessed with site speed and always pushes for 
faster sites

Source: http://pa.ag/1cWFCtY
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Let’s get things straight – this is what your users expect
Obviously, slow page loading time is a major factor in page abandonment

 According to a Nielsen report, 47% of people expect a 
website to load within two seconds, and 40% will leave a 
website if it does not load fully within three seconds.”
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Optimise images: reduce overhead for JPGs & PNGs (metadata, 
etc.), request properly sized images & try new formats.

Implement effective caching and compression

Whenever possible, use asynchronous requests

Decrease size of CSS and JavaScript files (minify)

Use a content distribution network (CDN) / an asset server (as 
well as cookie-less domains) to optimise parallel requests.

Lean markup (no comments, use inline CSS / JS only where 
necessary / useful)

Consider (DNS-) pre-fetching & pre-rendering if feasible

Watch (& optimise) for TTFB, don’t forget you back-end 
architecture / systems (e.g. DB, web server, etc.)

Really make sure you get the basics right!
Use my checklist on SlideShare to double check

All slides on SlideShare: http://pa.ag/iss17speed
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Start measuring and optimising for painting timings

    #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

First Paint (FP) First Contentful
Paint (FCP)

First Meaningful
Paint (FMP) / Hero!

Time to Interactive 
(TTI)

Time to First Paint – marks the point when the browser starts to render something, the first bit of content on the 

screen.

Time to First Contentful Paint  – marks the point when the browser renders the first bit of content from the DOM, 

a text, an image etc.
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Implement PerformanceObserver using GTM

#1 #3

#2 #4
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This is what it looks like in Google Data Studio

Test it: https://datastudio.google.com/open/0Bz_TGJRCMMnSWC1HTk4tRDlJU0E



Become a high-level concierge for your user!

2. Be convenient
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Personalisation: customised experience reduces effort
Shorter funnel due to providing a highly relevant entry-point (last used functionality)

2nd visit: personalised1st visit: not personalised

 

The user visited the car insurance section before, therefore 
the home page is personalised on the 2nd visit.
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Personalisation: customised experience reduces effort
Also make sure to use relevant, personalised imagery (section / product specific)

 

2nd visit: personalised offer for returning visitor1st visit: option to save input
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Personalisation: unexpectedly grab attention
Use IP based information to address users directly. But make sure it’s not creepy! 
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First contact creates expectations for the entire experience
Deliver best-in-class experience by involving users early on. Create human-like 
interactions, that feel natural (although they are digital).

Continued experience:
address user personally

First experience:
offer a convenient start



Don’t let the user think about how to use it

3. Use known principles
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Evergreen: pay attention to usability 
Follow basic and known usability principles for good readability

Bad readability Good readability
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Evergreen: pay attention to usability 
Follow basic and known usability principles for good clickability

Not click friendly Click friendly
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User communication: comprehensibility of language
Communicate clearly and find common ground with the audience

Scientific expression:

User language:

Liverpool impressed all in attendance with a 
65% shooting percentage and therefore 
succeeded to curve the circular ball three 
times
in the designated target.”

Goooaaalll! The finale was a real 
showdown, that will go down in history. 
After 90 intense minutes against tough Real 
Madrid,
Liverpool won the game by 3-0!”
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Stick to proven methods and conventions
Don't try to reinvent the wheel, that won’t make it any better

Hardly noticeable navigation on desktop Expected place for navigation on desktop

On the other hand, don't blindly follow 
trends without questioning them either.”



And why should you care about the SEO team?

What does all of this have to do with CRO?
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We should all care about one thing: better engagement!
Increased user on-site KPIs all over the board (baseline: MoM before & after roll-out)

KPI / MEASUREMENT

Bounce Rate (BR)

Time-on-Site (ToS)

Views per Session (VpS)

BEFORE

42.60 %

4:30 min

3.7 pages

AFTER

35.95 %

5:14 min

4.8 pages

Order Value (avg.) 45.21 € 49.01 €
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We should all care about one thing: better engagement!

Create a unique experience for users that leads to 
first-class on-site metrics and ultimately helps you to 
improve search rankings in the long run.”
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Get all your stakeholders on board and join forces!
If you make them stop thinking in siloed channels, really cool things can happen

Source: Searchmetrics

70%+ YoY Organic Growth
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Bastian Grimm
bg@pa.ag

twitter.com/peakaceag

facebook.com/peakaceag

www.pa.ag

Questions? Let‘s go! 

Always looking for talent! Check out jobs.pa.ag

http://pa.ag/3xe-peakace


